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WARNING
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS 
BEFORE ATTEMPTING INSTALLATION

Turn power OFF at circuit breaker prior
to installation or servicing.

Tools: 

1. Sharp Side Cutter

2. Electric Drill

3. Level

4. Measuring Tool

5. Wire Stripper / Knife

6. Philips Screwdrivers

7. Wire Cutters

To prevent personal injury or product damage only licensed electricians should install.
To avoid electric shock or component damage disconnect power before attempting installation 
or servicing.
This product must be installed in accordance with the national electric code (NEC) and all 
applicable federal, state and local electric codes and safety standards.
Disconnect product and allow cooling prior to servicing.
Any alteration or modification of this product is expressly forbidden as it may cause serious 
personal injury, death, property damage and/or product malfunction.
To prevent product malfunction and/or electrical shock this product must be properly grounded.
This luminaire is designed to operate in ambient temperatures ranging from -40°C to 55°C and 
to be horizontally mounted with the LEDs facing down.
This product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a Person 
familiar with the construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved.
In 75°c supply conductors.
This product is not available for several special environments, such as places with corrosive gas 
liquids or high pressure water vapor.
The allowable ambient temperature is 10℃(50℉) to 40℃(104℉) when configuring the 
emergency battery kit.

SHOCK HAZARD!

WIRINGTOOLS REQUIRED

Black

White Neutral

Green/Yellow Green Ground

Line

Purple DIM+

Gray DIM-

CORD/ SUPPLY WIRING

LHB3
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Mounting With Steel Wire Rope

Conduit Pendant

Surface Mounting

Inspect the fixture condition and accessories before installation.
1. Each of the two steel wire rope hooks on both ends of the mounting holes on fixture.
2. Remove the access plate, take the wires out of the power driver .
3. Compartment and through the hole of access plate, make wiring and re-install the access plate, then plug the flexible conduit 
into the hole of the access plate.

HWM5*8

1. Installing the adjustable board in square J-BOX with M4*8 fly-headed flat bottom screw, and pass the 3/4" conduit through 
adjustable board, then fit with J-BOX. (nut is provided by others)
2. Attach fixture to the hanger of square J-BOX, and connecting wires
3. Placing fixture horizontally, and fix it with J-BOX by using M5*8 screws

1. Fix the square J-BOX hanger to the ceiling junction box with screws 
(the screws are matched with the junction box).
2. Hook the fixture of the J-BOX base to the fixed hanger, pull out the wire and complete the wiring.
3. Place the fixture horizontally and secure it with M5 * 8 screws.

HWM5*8




